
Artic Fish is seeking to hire farm operators to our farming areas in the Westfjords 
of Iceland, Patreksfjordur, Talknafjordur and Dyrafjordur. We are looking for more 
skilled employees in our fast-growing company.
Farm operators report to the Site Manager, and they are an important part of the teams 
running the day-to-day operations on the farms.
The work involves various tasks, such as feeding and monitoring the fish, inspection and 
maintenance of technical equipment and facilities as well as reporting of production and 
health status of the fish.
It is expected that tasks are completed in a professional manner adherent to strict health and 
safety requirements parallel to good housekeeping practice throughout all activities.
The work setup is based on 7 days on and 7 days off rotation, but the preferred candidate 
needs to have a flexible attitude to work hours.

We encourage women as well as men to apply. Applications must be submitted electronically to Kristín 
Hálfdánsdóttir, at kh@afish.is. An application must include a short work history (CV) and a cover letter. 
Application deadline is up to and including 6th of March 2021.

Arctic Fish is a producer of superior quality salmon from Iceland. The aim is to continue to invest and build up profitable and sustainable 
operations, where the farming is in harmony with the environment and society, which includes our neighboring communities. Arctic 
Fish believes that a key component of the success lies in our people and the environment.

Our 70 dedicated employees are expected to produce salmon at a value for around 9,4 billion ISK in 2021.

The company consist of Arctic Fish, Arctic Sea Farm, Arctic Smolt and Arctic Oddi. Arctic Fish handles the administrative follow-up of 
the companies. The headquarters of the companies are in Isafjordur.

info@arcticfish.is ¦¦ www.arcticfish.is

Farm Operators 
Westfjords of Iceland

We can offer a competitive work package a relocation package if needed. 

For further information, please feel free to contact: Bernharður Guðmundsson, Site Manager Dýrafjörður, 
+354 848 6039 or Ísak Óskarsson, Site Manager Patreks- and Tálknafjörður, +354 846 7949

 ɤ Initiative and ambition towards work
 ɤ Punctuality and respect of time
 ɤ Human relations skills
 ɤ Boat licenses or/and boat engineers’ qualifications
 ɤ Experience in aquaculture is preferred but not limiting.
 ɤ Interest in husbandry
 ɤ Understanding and interest of the importance of sustainability in aquaculture, both social, 

environmental, and economical.

WE ARE LOOKING FOR PEOPLE WITH THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS AND SKILLS:


